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USAGE CONTRACTS
• We want a tool that allows encoding such regularities and offering immediate 
feedback on violations of such structural source-code regularities 
• The tool should be proactive (violations reported ‘on the fly’ during coding) 
• The tool should be “developer-friendly” (like unit testing but for usage expectations) 
• desired regularities expressed in the same programming language 
• tight integration with the integrated development environment 
• not coercive
/**
 * Deactivates the tool. This method is called whenever the user switches to another tool
 * Use this method to do some clean-up when the tool is switched.
 *  Subclassers should always call super.deactivate.
 * An inactive tool should never be deactivated.
 */
public void deactivate() {
if (isActive()) {



















copyFrom: anEntity within: aVisitor
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   super copyFrom: anEntity within: aVisitor
   ...
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   condition beginsWith:
    (condition doesSuperSend: #copyFrom:within:)





















   condition beginsWith:
    (condition doesSuperSend: #copyFrom:within:)








•liableClass: regExp / exceptClass: regExp 
•liableHierarchy: className / exceptHierarchy: className  
•liablePackage: regExp / exceptPackage: regExp
Liable methods 
•selector: regExp / exceptSelector: regExp 
•protocol: regExp / exceptProtocol: regExp 




•require: condition if: anotherCondition 














•and: cond1 with: cond2 




•does: cond1 after: cond2 
•does: cond1 before: cond2 
UCONTRACTS : THE TOOL
